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ABSTRACT
THE QUASI-EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM AND 
ISOMORPHIC CLASSFICATION OF WHITNEY
SPACES
Bora Arslan 
Ph. D. in Mathematics 
Advisor: Prof. Dr. Mefharet Kocatepe 
August, 1999
We proved that the quasi-equivalence property holds in a subclass of the class 
of stable nuclear Frechet, Kothe spaces. Also we considered the isomorphic 
classification of spaces of Whitney functions on some special compact sets in 
R. As a tool we use linear topological invariants and obtain some conditions.
Keywords and Phrases: Quasi-equivalence, Linear Topological Invariants, 
Whitney Spaces
IV
ÖZET
YARI-DENKLIK PROBLEMİ VE WHITNEY 
UZAYLARININ İZOMORFİK SINIFANDIRIMI
Bora Arslan
Matematik Bölümü Doktora 
Danışman: Prof. Dr. Mefharet Kocatepe 
Ağustos, 1999
Köthe uzaylarının bazı alt sınıflarında yan-denklik özelliğinin sağlandığını 
gösterdik. Ayrica, doğrusal topolojik değişmezler kullanarak reel sayı doğrusu 
üzerindeki bazı özel kompakt kümeler üzerinde tanımlı Whitney fonksiyonları 
uzaylarının izomorfik sınıflandırılmasını yaptık.
Anahtar Kelimeler ve ifadeler. Yari-denklik Problemi, Doğrusal Topolojik 
Değişmezler, Whitney Uzayları
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In its most general scope this thesis deals with ’’The Isomorphic Classification 
ot Fréchet Spaces”. Under that, we also considéré ’’The Qnasi-Equivalence 
Problem”.
This thesis consists of five chapters. First chapter is introduction. We give 
the necessary definitions and present some material, which will be used in the 
forthcoming chapters, in the second chapter.
In the third chapter we consider the quasi-equivalence problem for a class 
of Kothe spaces.
Roughly speaking, two (Schauder) bases (x„) and (?/„) of a nuclear Fréchet 
s|)ace E  are said to be quasi-equivalent if there is an isomorphism T : E ^  E 
with the property that Txn = 7 n?/7r(n) where tt is a. permuta.tion of the set 
of positive integers and 7 „‘s are non-zero scalars. A nuclea.r Fréchet space E 
is said to have the quasi-equivalence property if any pair of l)a.ses in E  are 
(piasi-equivalent. The |)roblem of whether every nuclear Fréchet spa.ce with a 
l)asis has the quasi-equivalence property goes back to G. Kothe. The answer 
is known only in some particular cases. The pioneers Dragilev [ll]-[13] and 
Mitia.gin [36] showed that the space of functions ana.lytic on the unit disc, all
1
nuclear power series spaces and all nuclear regular (dj) and (di) spiices have 
the quasi-equivalence property. Crone and Robinson [10] and independently 
Kondakov [29] proved that any nuclear Frechet space with a regular basis has 
the quasi-equivalence property. Further progress on this topic is due to many 
mathematicians, e.g. see [5],[7],[8],[12],[28],[30],[31],[52], [53],[54],[57]. However 
the general problem of whether every Frechet nuclear space with basis has the 
quasi-equivalence property (the so called quasi-equivalence problem) remains 
o])en which has been a desirable problem and a target for some mathematicians 
for the isomorphic classification problem.
In Chapter 3 we prove that the quasi-equivalence property liolds for a cer­
tain subclass of the class of stable nuclear Kothe spaces ([1]).
In the fourth a.nd fifth chapters we consider the isomorphic classification 
problem for some Frechet spaces.
Isomorphic classification of Frechet spaces is of course a very comi)rehensive 
problem. We focus our a.ttention on the spaces S{K)  of Whitnciy functions on 
some special compact sets K  in E. These are functions /  : /F —> E which a.re 
extendable to C'°°-functions on E.
In order to show that two linear topological spaces E  and F  are isomorphic 
(E = F), it is enough to construct a concrete isomorphism T : /f —> F. 
However, in dealing with non-isomorphism of spaces E  and F, one needs to 
use some means of distinction properties of these spaces, which coincide if the 
spaces are isomorphic. This is the idea of linear topological invariants. One 
who deals with isomorphic classification problem of linear to))ological spaces 
needs to exploit the benefits of linear topological invariants. Let Ç be a class of 
linear topological spaces and K. be a set. A mapping ^ \ Q iC\s called a linear 
topological invariant on G if i{F)  = ({F) whenever E = F. In some cases, 
it may be more convenient to consider an equivalence relation ^(F) ~  ^(F) 
rather than the equality ({E) = Ci^)· This will be the case in this thesis.
Linear topological invariants (such as approximative and diametral dimen­
sions) have been used for isomorphic classification of non-norrned linear topo­
logical spaces by Pelczyiiski [38], Kolmogorov [28], Bessaga, Pelczynski and 
Rolewicz [6], Mitiagin [35] et al. In this thesis we mainly consider linear topo­
logical invariants introduced by Zahariuta [27],[50].
The isomorphic classification problem for the spaces of infinitely differen­
tiable Whitney functions on special compa.ct sets K  C IR have been considered 
in [44] and [19].
In Chapter 4, we consider a sequence of disjoint compact intervals Ik = 
[o-ki bk] which tend to a point. The compact set K  is taken to be the union 
of these intervals and limit point. It was shown by Goncha.rov and Zahariuta. 
[19] that under some conditions the subspa,ce £o{K) consisting of the functions 
,/ € £{K)  which vanish at the limit point together with all their derivatives 
has a basis. Since it is also a. nuclear Frechet space, it is isomorphic to a Köthe 
space. In this case we use the Köthe space representation of £o{K) ([2]).
In Chapter 5, we considered the isomorphic classification problem of the 
spaces £{K)  where K  C K. is a Cantor-type compact set. In this case it is 
not known whether the space S[K)  has a basis, so our consideration has been 
basis free. In [44] Tidten has showed that a compact set K  C K has extension 
property, i.e. there is a continuous extension operator T : £{K)  if
and only if the space £(K)  has the property DN.  In this chapter we also give 
some results on the extension property of the compact sets under consideration 
as well as the diametral dimension ([3]) of the spaces.
Finally we would like to point out that although examples of nuclear Frechet 
spaces without bases have been constructed, examples of concrete function 
s])aces without bases are not known. The spaces of Whitney functions SİK)  
are among the promising candidates for such spaces.
Chapter 2
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we give the necessary definitions and preliminary results which 
will be used in the forthcoming chapters.
N = {1,2,3,···} is the set of natural numbers. A locally convex space 
E  is a linear topological space which has a base of zero neighbourhoods U 
consisting of absolutely convex neighbourhoods U (i.e. for all x,y  6  U and 
for all A,/i with |A| + \ii\ < 1  we have Xx + ¡iy € U). A Frechet space is a. 
complete, metrizable locally convex space. Then its topology can be defined 
by a countable base of zero neighbourhoods U — {Up \ p € N) such that
f/p+i C Up for all p, or equivalently by a sequence of seminorms : p € N)
such that ||a;||p < ll.rllp+i for all p G N and x G E. Clearly, every complete 
normable space (and hence every Banach space) is a Frechet space; the simplest 
example of a Frechet space which is not normable is furnished by the space of 
all numerical sequences under the product topology.
We say that two locally convex spaces E  and F  are isomorphic and write 
E = E if there is a one-to-one, onto, continuous, linear map T : E F  whose 
inverse is also continuous. A linear operator T : E ^  F  is called an embedding 
if T(E) is a closed subspace of F  and T : E ^  T{E)  is an isomorphism.
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Let E  and F  be Banach spaces. A linea.r operator T \ E ^  F  is said to 
be nuclear if there are sequences (?/„) C F  and (a„) C F'  (the dual of E) such 
that ||an||||2/n|| < oo and
an{x)yn {x € F)
n=l
where the convergence is in the norm of F.
For a locally convex space E with an a.bsolutely convex zero neighbour­
hood U we define Fy  to be the quotient space Efp'[f^(0) where py denotes the 
Minkowski functional of U. The equivalence class of x will be denoted by [.rjr;. 
If V  and U are two absolutely convex zero neighbourhoods such that V C f/, 
then the operator
K{V,U)  : Ev ^  E,u
defined by K{y^U){[x]y) = [x\y is well-defined.
A Frechet space E  with a base of zero neighbourhoods U = {Up : € N}
is said to be nuclear if for each p G N there is a (/ € N p < r/ such that the 
extension
k{V,U)  : Ev ^  Eu
of the linear operator K{V,U) : Ey Ey (where Ey  denotes the completion 
of Ey)  is nuclear.
For the general theory of nuclear spaces, one can refer to consult [40].
Let E  be a locally convex space. A sequence (a;„) in E  is called a (Schauder) 
basis for E  if for each x € E there is a unique sequence of scalars (¿„) such
OO
that X = ^2 Ux-n where the convergence is in the topology of E. When E  is
n=l
a Frechet space, then the functionals x'  ^ n = 1,2,··· defined by Xn(x) = Li 
a.re continuous. The celebrated Dynin-Mitiagin Theorem [14] states that every 
basis of a nuclear Frechet space E  is absolute, i.e. for every seminorm p(·) on
•5
E  there is a seminorm q{·) on E  such that
OO
W{x)\\v{xn)\ < q{x), (x e E).
n = \
A basis (xn) of a locally convex space E  is said to be unconditional if 
for each x € E  there is unique sequence (i„) of scalars such that the series 
inXn converges to x unconditionally, i.e. every permutation of the series 
converges to x.
Let /  be a countable index set and let A = l^ e a matrix of
non-negative real numbers such that The Kothc space K{A)  is
defined as the Frechet space of all sequences x = (r/;) of scalars such that
IIa;lip :=  |i/i|aj-^ p <  oo 
iei
for all p G N, with the topology generated by the system of seminorms {|| · ||p :
p € N}.
In this thesis we will have /  = N or /  = N x N. When the elements of 
I  written as a sequence , the sequence where 1 occurs at the i-th
place of e; = (0,0, · · ·, 1,0,0, · · ·), is a,n absolute basis of K{A).  It is ca.lled the 
ca.nonical basis or the coordinate basis for K{A).
From the Dynin-Mitiagin theorem ([14]) it immediately follows that every 
nuclear Frechet space E  with a basis (xi) is isomorphic to the nuclea.r Kothe
and a natural isomorphism T . E=  \ \Xii IIPspace K{A)  where a;,p 
defined by T{x) = {x\{x)).
Grothendieck-Pietsch criterion states ([25],[39]) that a Kothe space K{A)  
with A — is nuclear if and only if for each p G N, there is a (/ € N such
tha.t
i'e/ h^<i
oo.
Thus, the topology of a nuclear Kothe spa.ce K{A)  can also be defined by the 
equivalent sequence of seminorrns {| · |p : p G N} where for x = (r/,·) G A"(/l),
\x\p = sup |r/i|ai,p. 
iei
When Ui^ p = the corresponding nuclear Kothe space K[A)  is denoted by 
6'. This space, which is called the space of rapidly decreasing sequences, plays 
a crucial role in the theory of nuclear Frechet spaces.
Chapter 3
THE QUASI-EQUIVALENCE 
PROBLEM FOR A CLASS OF 
KÔTHE SPACES
Let E  be a nuclear Frechet space with a basis; two bases (xn) and (y„) of 
E  are said to be qna,si-equivalent if there exists a permutcition tt of N and a 
seiiuence (7 „) of positive scalars such that the operator T : E E defined by 
T{xn) = 'Inilirin) i« 3.n isomorphism. A nuclear Frechet space E with basis is 
said to ha.ve the quasi-equivalence |)roperty if every two bases of E  are qua.si- 
equi valent.
Let KiA),  K{B)  be two Kothe spaces with canonical ba.ses {ei) and (/¿) 
respectively. A linear operator T  : K{A)  —> K{B)  is said to be (piasi-diagonal 
(qd) if there exists a function cr : N —»· N and a sequence of scalars (7 ;) such 
that T{ci) — 7 i/o-(i)· VVe write K{A) ^  B{B)  if there is a quasi-dia.gonal 
embedding T  : K{A) K{B)] if T  is an isomorphism we say that K{A)  
and K{B)  are quasi-diagonally isomorphic. With this terminology, the quasi- 
e(|uivalence problem can be stated as follows; Are isomorphic, nuclear Kothe
spaces quasi-diagorially isomorphic?
The following known result is very useful in this context, see [8], Proposition 
3 or [51], Lemma 1.1.
Lemma 3.1 Let E  and F  be Kothe spa.ces. If E ^  F  and F ^  E,  then 
F  and F  are quasi-diagonally isomorphic.
3.1 Linear T opological Invariants (LTI)
A linear topological invariant is a function which assigns to ea.ch linear topo­
logical space E  a set ^{F) with the property that li E = F  then ^(E) = ^(F). 
In this chapter we use linear topological invariants introduced by Zahariuta.
Let E  be a linear space and let U, V be absolutely convex sets in E. Then
^i(\/f/) = sup{dimL : L n U c V ]
L
where the supremum is taken over all finite dimensional subspaces L of E.
It is clear from this definition tha.t if V\ C V2 and U\ D U2 then <
^{¥2, 02)1 and if T is an isomorphism then P{T{V),T(U)) = fJ{V,U). (See also 
[60] for an extensive consideration of these invariants.)
Let be a sequence space of sequences x — (xi)·, Xi G C with the following 
property: x ■ {xi) G E, Ѵг |уі] < \хі \ => ?/ = {;iji) G E. Let Л be the set of all 
sequences such that for all a = (ui) G /I, 0 < a; < 0 0 . We define
00
B{a) = B{ai) = {x = (xi) G : X) \xi\ai < 1),
¿=1
B{a) = Війі) — {.г- = (xi) G E : sup \xi\ai < 1}.
i
As a convention we assume O.oo -- 0 and x.oo = 00 if 0 < ж < 0 0 . According 
to this convention, if a; = 00 for some i and x G B{a) or B{a), then .c; = 0.
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We have a suitable characterization of the function 0(В(Ь), B{a)).
L em m a 3.2 Let E  be a sequence space with some locally convex topology 
for which the sequence of unit vectors (e;) is an unconditional basis. Let 
b = (bi), a — (tti) be such that 0 < < oo and 0 < a; < oo for each г € N.
Then
\ { i :bi<ai] \<P(B{b) ,B{a))
and if B(a) is absorbent in E  (that is, for any x ^ E  there exists a constant C 
such that X E CB(a)),  then
[:ІІВ{Ь),В{а))<\{г:Ь,<2{жіг)Уаі}\.
for any permutation тг : N —> N. (Here and later \Z\ denotes the cardinality 
of the set Z C N if Z is a finite set a,nd +oo if Z is an infinite set.)
P ro o f Let 1 — {i : bi < oo}, J  = {г : 0 < a;).
Let yVi = {г : bi < ai}. Then N\ C /  П J , and hence Ni C /V] П ( / П J).
Let Li = spanjei : i E N\} where (^OieN canonical basis of E. We want
to show that Li П B{a) C B{b) from which it follows that \Ni\ — dimTi < 
P[B{b)^ B{a)). Now let x = (xi) E L[ П B(a). Then Xi = 0 if i ^  Ni a.nd 
^  \xi\(4 < 1 · bo,
¿6/V,
sup \xi\bi = sup \xi\bi < sup \xi\ai < ^  \xi\ai < 1  
¿eN ieNi
i.e. X E B(b)
To prove the second claim given any тг define
N 2 =  { г  : bi <  2(7r(f))^a¿), L 2 =  span{e¿ : i  E  N 2} .
Let L be a.ny finite dimensional subspace of E  such that L П Віа) С В(Ь). We 
will show that dimL < dim ¿ 2  = |^ 2^І· For this purpose it is enough to show 
that the restriction to L of the natural projection P : E ^  L2, Px = Z¿e/V2
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is an injection. As.sume not. Then there is у - (уі) E L, у ^  О such that 
Py  = 0. Thus we obtain yi = 0 for a.ll i £ N2·
Since B{a) is absorbent, for some C ф 0, Су G B{a) so that Cy G T П 
B{a) C B[b). So for all г, ІСЦі/іІбі < 1. This means that if г ^  /  ( i.e. 6; = 0 0 ) 
then Уі = 0. So Уі Ф 0 ^  г E {N2 U I')' = УѴ2 /  ( / ' denotes the complement 
of the set /)  and
\у\в(а) = Y ,  \Уі\аі < \xji\
і е Щ п і  ieN.( ,ni
1 7t'^
< ( sup ¡¡nlbi) Y  WT- Т Ш  ^  Т^ \У\В{Ь) < І2/І5(б)·
¿е/ѵ'п/ ¿ел/ ' n / І 2
But L n B(a) C B(b) is equivalent to < \у\в(а) for any у ^ L which is a
contradiction.
Lemma 3.3 Let E be a sequence space with some locally convex topology.
Let
V = nr=i5(6”), и  = сопѵ{и^гВ{а^))
where 0 < 6” < 00 and 0 < a” < 00 for all n. Let 6; = sup 6”, a; = inf a".
n B
Then
V = B{b), B{a) C 2 f/,
a.nd if for some rn, B{d''^) is a· zero neighbourhood, then U C 2B(a).
(It could happen that = 00 or Ui = 0 for some index г.)
Proof Proof of the equality V = B{b) is trivial. For the second claim, let 
f  = {i : 0 < tti}, J = {i : йі — 0}.
We show that B{a) C 2U. Fix i. We have — Ci G B{a^) C P for all n. 
Thus, if i ^  I, Pci G U and if г G ./ then ae; G U for all cv G C. Now given 
X = (a;;) g B{o) we have
11
X 'у ] XjUj ft( У ] „ . 2 XjC;. 
iei ^  ^
•Since —ti € U ior all i 6  /  and ^  |a;j|ai < 1, we have that ^  xiai—Ci 6  U.
iei l i l  «-·
Similarly since 2*a:,ei G (7 for all i € J  and X) — < 1 , we have ^  —2‘xidi G f7.
So a; G 2U.
^  2‘ ¿€./ ^ i G ·/
Finally we assume B{a^)  is a zero neighbourhood. Clearly we have B{a^) C 
B{a) lor all n and hence conn(U^,i?(a”)) C B{a). Then
U = comJ(U“  i^(an)) C comJ(U^=,5(a”)) + £?(«” ) C 2B{a).
3.2 C lass Cl
Let C\ be the class of all nuclear Kothe spaces K{di^p) of type either I or II  
where
I di^ p < di+i,p for all i,p e N  and Vp3 <7, P : ¿21,p < Pdi^^
II di+\,v < di^ p for all i,p e N  and \/p3q,P : di^ p < Pd2i,q.
Observe that If E  G C\ then E = E"^ .
Notice that for most of the examples of nuclear Frechet spaces, for which the 
quasi-equivalence property holds, we have stability. That is, these are spaces 
which are isomorphic to their cartesian square.
Theorem 3.1 If E = K{ai^p), E  = K{bi^p) are isomorphic spaces from the 
class Cl of the same type, then E  is quasi-diagonally isomorphic to E.
To prove this, we are going to use linear topological inva.riants and the 
following Hall-Koenig Theorem:
Hall-Koenig Theorem (see [26], Chapter 5) Let A4, M  be two sets and
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let, S : A4 ^  2^  be a map whicl·! assigns a finite set S{rn) C M  to each 
rn. e M .  There exists an injection <f : M  Ai such that (p(m) G S(rn.) for all 
rn 6  M  if and only if for all finite subsets A C M  we have \A\ < \ UaeA '5'(«)|·
Proof of Theorem 3.1 We will give the proof when both spaces are of 
type I since the other case can be proved analogously. Let 1' be the isomor­
phism from E  to F. Let the families of weighted
/co and li balls in E  respectively and let {B(hi^p)}^^^^ be similarly
defined in E.
If necessary, by passing to a subsequence of balls and multiplying the bails 
by scalars, without loss of generality we assume that
Vp T - ’(B i k .p+l)) C (3.1)
V(7 T(B{ai c (3,2)
Vp T - ’W i ,p+l)) c (3.3)
V<7 T{B{ai, c B(k.,) (3.4)
Vp, i G N < ¿^-1-1 ,P) (3.5)
V<7, i G N k'i < (3.6)
Wp,i G N ^2i,p < ¿^,p+l (3.7)
\/q;i G N hi,q < (3.8)
Also, by nuclearity (see [5]) there exists a permutation tt of N such that
Vp, ?- 8 '^ f^ 7r(«),p — 7^r(t),P+1 · (3.9)
We will apply Hall-Koenig theorem to the multivalued rna.p S : N —> 2 
defined by
i-(n )= B . = r i ( · : , < 8 ^2: ^ ) .
p,q (^ ))  0>2n,<i
oN
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We also define
An = r \{ i :  ^ < ^ } .
p,q (^2i,q (^2n,q
For any nondecrea,sing sequence of scalars (tp), by (3.4), we have
f ] t p T { m ^ , p ) ) c f ]  tpi-l
and so
¿^,7:
^ f"n p ^P+l
(3.10)
Let n G N be fixed, and define tp = a2n,p,
i^,pai,oo = ‘Sup
P [  t p
Then by Lemma 3.3 we obtain
t,pbi,oo = sup < -
P [ t p + i
= n ^ ( ^ ) .  e ( 6,„ )  = n s (t— )
p ^P p
and hence (3.10) yields
T(S(a.,^)) C e ( 6.,„). (3.11)
On the other hand, by (3.3) and (3.7), for any sequence (r,,) of scalars we 
have
U c U — BK>)
p 'p-\-2 p '^ p+2
^ " ‘(U^('^P+2^hP+2)) C [ j  B { T p + 2 a 2 i , p ) · (3.12)
Define now
bi,o — i^f {^p+2 i^,p+2} ) ^¿,0 ·— Inl {' p^+2^2i,p}
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where Tp^ .2 = and n is the same fixed number used in the definition of i,, 
a.hove. Then by Lemma 3.3 we obtain
icom) (U^('^p+2“ 2i,p)) c  2L^ (ai,o), -B(bi^o) c  conv([j B(Tp^2bi,p+2))
and hence (3.12) gives that
C 2T(i?(a,,o)). (3.13)
Thus (3.11) and (3.13) allow us to write
< fKB(bi,^),]^B{hi,o)) = fHB{k^)^Bi ik ,o))
and therefore by Lemma 3.2 and the definitions of bi^ i), bi^ oo we obtain
\A n \  < \Bn\.  (3.14)
If i is an integer such that n < i < 2n, then for any p and q, we have 
< 1 < — which means, that the integers n, n + 1 , · · ·, 2?r are in An-
2^n,7
Let K  C N be an arbitrary finite set. Choose n — max{A; : k ^ K}.  
Observe that n > |/f'|. So,
\K\ < n < \An\ < K \  < \ UkeK B,\.
Thus by Hall-Koenig Theorem, there is an injection (p : N
<p(n) e Bn.
) ^ 2n,p+lV^\'n),p
<  8 -
which implies
(tT HV^ (^ 0 ))'^W),r/+2 CL2n,<i
^ v^?(n),(7+3
^n,p+2 ^n,7
for all p, q. Then choosing A„ such that
sup I < inf I
V t  ^B.,p-\-2
gives a quasi-diagonal embedding of E  into F.
N such that
A symmetrical argument gives a quasi-diagonal embedding of F  into E. 
Now result follows from Lemma 3.1.
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Chapter 4
SEQUENCE SPACE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF 
SPACES OF WHITNEY 
FUNCTIONS
[ii this chapter we consider a certain class of Kotlie spaces which are modelled 
on a subclass of the s|)a,ces of Whitney functions on some compact sets. Since in 
tfiis cha[)ter we will consider only the Kcithe space representa.tions, we |)ost])one 
tfie definition of the space of Whitney functions to the next cliapter.
We consider a sequence of disjoint closed intervals Ik = [('hjbk] «uch tliat 
monotonically decrease to 0. Let dk — bk — cik denote the length 
of Ik and hk = Uk — bk+-[ be the dista.nce between Ik and ik+\- Sup[)ose 
(I'k \  OJik \  0 a.nd dk < hk < 1 for each k. Then for the compact set 
K — {0} U Ufci h  we denote by £’o(A) = So{K(d,h)) tlie space of Whitney 
functions on K  whicli are equal to 0 with all tfieir derivatives at the |)oint 0 , 
ecpiipped with the Whitney topology. So{K) ·« a. nuclea.r Freclu't space. It was
16
shown in [19] under additional assumption
3Mo : hk > k e N  (4.1)
that the space Sq{K) has a basis {cn,A,}„ The corresponding Kothe space 
K(A')  is given by the matrix A' = (ankp)i where
' _  . - « , w  u p - p
^nkp — ” “fc '‘■k ) Up =  min(n,p), p G =  {0,1, · · ·).
Proposition 4.1 Let A = (ankp)-> where
cinkp = Up = min(n,p),
then K(A')  is isomorphic to K(A).
(4.2)
Proof Let (xn,k) and {yn,k) be basis of the spaces K{A)  = K{ankp) and 
K(A') = respectively. We claim tha.t the linear bijection T : K(A) —>■
K{A')  defined by T{xn,k) =  yn,k is an isomorphism. To show this, it is enough 
to prove that the following two conditions hold
(i) Vp3g, C such that cinkp < {n,k G N);
(ii) V7 3r, D such that < Dunkr {n,k G N).
Take arbitrary p and choose q - 2p, C = p^ ' .^ Now we want to show that 
That is,
n < p
p < n < 2p nAd'^^hl^ < p^ '‘’n^'^d'^^lil~‘^^
2p < n 'nPdj^^h^^ < p^ ''^ n'^ d^f^ '^ ,^ 
which are all trivially true.
Similarly, for arbitrary q choosing r = q and D = q^  ^ gives that
17
4.1 P rop erty  V,
Now we consider a linear topological invariant defined by interpolation property 
V^.  This property was considered by Vogt [49] and Tidten [45] (and called DN^ p 
by them) and by Goncharov and Zahariuta [16], [56] and [18].
Definition 4.1 Let ip be a continuous, increasing function such that ip{t) > 
/; for t > 0 . A Frechet spa.ce E  with a fundamental sequence of seminorms ([[•[Ip) 
is said to have the property T>^  if 3p, V<7, 3r, m, C* such that
||a;||cy < (p™(i)||3;||p + y||.x-|[,., i > 0,x e Ff.
Proposition 4.2 ([18]) A Kothe space K{bip) has the property "Dy, if a.nd 
only if
3p V<7 3r, m, C : V?; ^  f  > 1.
^^i(] \  J
(4..3)
The following proposition (compare this with Theorem 2 in [19]) is an 
immediate application of Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.3 Let A be a matrix as in (4.2). The space KiA)  ha.s the 
property if and ordy if
3N,C : d k > ( p - ^ { C h r ) ,  \/k. (4.4)
4.2 Zahariuta C om pound Invariants
Now let us recall the definition of the following characteristic 
/i(V, U) = sup {dim F ■. L f \ U  C V ]
L
where /7, V are absolutely convex, absorbent sets in a locally convex space E 
and supremum is taken over all finite dimensional subspaces L of E.
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We will consider Zahariuta compound invariants of the forrm
/?(Wi n W2,conviW:i U W4))
for various choices of neighborhoods Wi, W2, W3 , W4
(4.5)
Let E  be a Kothe space and A be the set of all sequences with positive
00
terms. We recall that for (а*) G A, В{а{) = [x ^ E \ ^  < I}.
¿=1
The following proposition can be found for example in [20] (Pro|)o.sition 3). 
But since we are going to use it heavily, we present it's proof here.
Proposition 4.4 If (a(),(6i) a.re in the set A then
P{B{k),B{ai)) = \ { i :b ,<a, ) \ .
(Here and later \Z\ denotes the cardinality of the set Z C N if Z is a finite 
set and + 0 0  if Z is an infinite set.)
Proof L et Lq — span {ci : ^ < 1 } where (e,·) are the base elements in the 
spa.ce E. U X = {xi) £ Lq, then
ieN i€N
where N = {i: ^  < 1}· So To fl B{ai) C B{bi). Hence |fV| < f:l{B{bi), B{ai)). 
To prove fj{B(bi), B{ai)) < |Af| we take E = E{ai) U E{bi) a,nd show that if 
L satisfies L B{ai) C B(bi) then dirnL < dim To = |A^ |· Let P : E Lo
be the natural projection, P{x) = ^  .Cj-e,·. It is enough to |)rove that the
ieN
restriction of P  to L is an injection. It then follows dirnT < d im //q = |A^ |. 
Suppose that there is a non-zero element z £ L such that P{z) — 0. So 
( / — P){z) = z. U M — N — N — {i : ^  > 1 } then since z ^  0, | |(f  — 
P)iz)\\i7>(bi) > ||(^ -  J )^( )^\\ip{ai)· On the other hand by L U r3{a.i) C B{bi) we 
have ||2r||iP(a,) > |k||№(6i)· Thus ||5r||/p(6,) > lkl|№(6i) which is a contradiction.
The following proposition will also be needed.
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Proposition 4.5 Let c; =  min{a,·, ¿¡ j ,  di =  max{a;, Then 
B{di) C B{ai) n B(bi) C 2B{di),cdnv(B{ai) U B{bi)) = B{ci)
4.3 A sy m p to tics  o f th e  fu n ction  i3{rUp ntu,,u,)
Now we fix p,q,r  G such that p < q < r  a.nd i , r  € IR where t will be large 
a.nd r  will be near 0. We choose the neighbourhoods in (4.5) as
w, = rU ^  =  B  , W2 =  tUr =  B  , W3 =  VK, = a , =  B{b,„).
Then, using Proposition 4.5, we get (see ahso [60])
Proposition 4.6
< fd{TUp n tUr, Ui,) <
Now we are ready to estimate the function /9 lor the space K{A)  given in (4.2).
We first obtain a lower bound for fd. To do this, take n = q. Then
(^ 'nk(/ [  q ankr ( q ^
^nkp \d}çh}^  J ^nkq k /i/;
Proposition 4.6 now gives
3 > = [ k2- k^ V.
where
kx = min : dkhk < qTi~’>'^  , k2 = max | a; : hk > q - 3 3 1  
and [m]+ denotes rn for m > 0 , and 0 otherwise.
(4.6)
In order to get an upper bound for /3, we put the following restriction on 
|)ararneters;
I \  <I-P
2t <
2t
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(4,7)
Lei,
^nkp ^nkq
We will show that only in the case p < n < q.
Indeed; let us first examine the ca.se n < p. Here, u,j — Up - u,. — Uq = 0 
¿fn =  {A: G N : (^ )" -^  >
^  which is impossible.
and k € < 2t}. Applying (4.7), we get
Under the assumption q < n < r\ we have Z„, ,= {A: G N : ^
— 2A}· If there exists a pair {n,k) sati.sfying these inequalities, 
then (4.7) implies
(dkhky~^  f i y - ^
Therefore, < ( ^ ) ’ and 1 < . But this contradicts our
a.ssumption hk < I-
Now, suppose n > r. Then,
= {*: (A-)"'” 2: A.(At·'·’ 2<}·^k'^k y^ k' k^
Using (4.7), we again obtain a. contradiction. Thus, < |Un=p+i ^n\, where 
C {A: G N : (dkhky-^^ < {2qy-^T,hr '  > A}.
We conclude finally that ¡d < {q — p)[k^ — A;3]''·, where
Aja = min{A: : dkhu < 2qTd=i], k.4 = max |A; : /¿fc > (—) ^ |  · (4.8)
Combining the estima.tes of the function fd we get the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 Let E  be a Kothe space with the matrix given in (4.2). Then 
under the assumption (4.7) [k2 — A;!]·*· < [dirUp fl tUriUq) < [q — p)[k4 — A;3]·*· 
where ki,i — 1 , 2 , 3,4 are defined in (4.6), (4.8).
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4.4  E xam p le o f non-isom orphic spaces S{)(K) 
not d istin gu ish ab le  by
P^ ix A > i. Let bk = exp( —(In A:)^ ), di; = exp(—exp(ln A:)·^ ), a/· = hk — dk, 
he =  [dk·, bk] for k ^ N. We consider the space £o{K\) for K\  = {0} U U ^ i h-  
•Since
(ln(A; +  1))^ ~  (In k)^ +
A(ln k) A-l
k
asymptotically, we have
, . , A(lnA:)' -^  ^ ,
Ilk =  (Ik — bk+i ~  Ok----- ;------ as A: ^  oo.
(4.9)
Therefore, hk > b'l for k > ko. This gives (4.1) and the isomorphism 
£o(AT) =  K ( ^ )  for the matrix (4.2). To dea.l with the function fd, we ca.n use 
here the following estimates
ki < min{A: : dk < t ] , k.2 > max{A: : bk >  ( | ) ^ } ,
A;3 > miri{A; : < t «} , k  ^ < max{A: : bk > t~' ]^
which are fulfilled asymptotically when i ^  oo,r ^  0 .
The proof of these estimates is straighttorwa.rd.
Let us take r  = exp(— In  ^¿), which clearly satisfies (4.7). Then (4.9) implies
k\ < exp(2 In In i)'^· ,^ A:2 . > exp(— In A;,i < exp(2 In Z,)’'^ '''. (4.10)
2 r
Therefore, for distinct values of parameter A, we have the counting functions 
with different asymptotics.
Proposition 4.7 If Ay^ z/, then the spaces £o(Kx),£o{Ki,) a.re not isomor­
phic.
Proof. Suppose contrary to our claim, that £q(K\)  = £o(Ki/) with 1 < 
;/ < A. Then we have Vpi 3p 3qi Vri 3r 3C such that
/3(tC/<*·) n it/**·).uip) < n ciu';’;\c,';")
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where and denote the neighborhood bases in Eq{K^) and So{K\)
respectively. By using Theorem 4.1 and (4.10), we get
A1 \ l/i^exp ( — In t j  — exp(2 In In < q\ exp(2 In C lY^'
which is not possible for u < X, as t ^  oo.
Proposition 4.8 The spaces £o{K\) are not distinguishable by
Proof. By (4.1), an equivalent formulation of (4.4) is
3N,C : dk>ip-^{Cb·^^),  'ik.
Suppose Sü{K\) has the property V^ p for some (f. Then 3N^C such that 
expexp(ln kY  < {C exp(A (^ln k)^)).
Fix Xz^p. For i  G N let k =  k{j) be such tha.t (In Â;)^  < (Inj)'  ^ < (ln(A; + 1))^· 
Without loss of generality we can assume k > 2. Then, taking into account 
the bound ln(A: + 1) < 2ln k, we get
— expexp(ln j )“"
< expexp(ln(A: + 1))^ ''
< (/? (^C'exp(Af(ln(A; + 1))^))
< (^^(C exp(Af2^(ln A:)^ ))
< v?^(Cexp(yV2 ^(lni)'0 ).
Therefore, Tq(/C) iias the property with the same ip. In view of symme­
try we conclude that the invariant T>^  is not able to distinguish the spaces 
^o(A ^),A > 1 .
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4.5 A  G eom etrica l N ecessary  C on d ition  for 
Isom orphism
In this section we are going to use interpolation neighourhoods together with 
the counting function fi, and assume that, for any > 1 , r4  < asymp­
totically. Fix € =  e{p,q,r) such that q < pe -|- r( l — e).
In our constructions the following interpolation lemma whose proof can be 
found in [4] will be used.
L em m a 4.1 If T  G //(/’(a“) , / '( 6^)) fl L(lЦa^),l^{b')) then T  G 
L(/*(a"),/ '( 6")) where 0 < cv < 1 , a" = and 6" =
Further ||T'||„ < max{||T||o, |lT||i}.
In connection with the above lemma, it is customary to define
u ; u ; - ’ = | i  = (i.)  6  B : E  < i |  ■
From the Lemma it follows that if T{Up) C Vpi and 7'(17,.) C K·', tLen
T(u;u,^ -^ ) c
4.5.1 Counting function fJq
In this part we choose the neighborhoods in (4.5) as VFj = , PV'j =
tUr, Ws = W4 = U,f. Then we obtain a new function
By Proposition 4.6, |/i | < fh \h\ where
b l b j - ^  bir
<2,  —  < 2 t
'iq bi,iq bin
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In our case we have i = {n,k), bip = Unkp = Then choosing
n — q we have
/1 D I {q,k) : < 1 , ^  < ¿1 (4 . I I )
^^qkq ^qkq J
The first inequality above is . When k is
large enough qP^ +^ '(' -^^ )-(i < d/,’^ '^' By our assumption on //,/.. arid <4 for all 
large enough k we have dk < and so < d'^ '^ <
IA~'' — which means that when n = 9 , the first ineiiuality in (4.11)
holds for all large enough k. The second inequality in (4.11) is equivalent to 
(qlhkY~'' < t. Thus
/1 D Ui :
r-7
Jl
< t
Next we consider the first inequality in / 2 . If n > r, it becomes
(n ^ d rV )M n -d r - /4 ’·)'-^
that is dllij. < 2n^{dkhkY^'^''^^~^^ which is impossible since q < pe +
r ( l  — e). Similarly if n < p, the first inequality in /2 is impossible.
If p < n < r, then the second inequality in /2 implies pL·^ < 2i . Thus
/2 C  | (n , ifc) : p < n < r, < 2 i|  =4> I/2I <  (r  -  p) i^k : —,.-7 <
and
k :
1
h r  -
< 2 t< Pi < r
Now assume £o{d^ {d,h)) bs i.somorphic to £ o { K p r  and they have systems of 
neighborhoods (Up) and (Up) respectively. Assume also
dk < hY and dk < liY
asymptotically for all N > 1. Then
Vp, 3 pV<7 3gi Vr, 3 v3 c ·.  p { u ; u r  HtUr^J,) < p { C { u ; ( j r
Fixing Pi and p, we get 
V<7 3^1  Vri 3r 3G :
7 ·-7
< t < ?’i i  : < C t
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Fix k and choose t = ^ Since the sequence (hj) is rnonotonically de­
creasing, the set on the left hand side has exactly k elements. Thus the set 
{j : < Ct} ha.s at least i{k/r\) elements (where for a. real number a,
i{a) denotes the smallest integer which is greater than or equal to a.) Since (hi) 
is monotonie, the integer j  = i(kfr\)  belongs to the set [j ; < Ct).
Now we use the notation
hot —
ha if cv G N
/iq«) if cv 0 N
With this notation
r-(l
^  C . This and the symmetrical inequality
h i '  V hi^  /
together imply the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2 Let £^ o(LF(</,/i)) be isomorphic to £o(K(^d,h)) assume that 
(4.12) holds. Then there is an M > 1 such that
/ i f  < Mhj^ and / i f  < MilM
4.5.2 Counting function Pu
This time we take W\ — Wt\ = Uq,W2 = U^Ul ®,VF3 = rUp in (4.5). So, we 
olitain
fhi := fKU, n irX -% w m {TU p  U Ut,)).
We proceed as in the previous subsection. We define
1 6? 1
< ^tq <  I,
ir < ip IT ^  ,?r hi,, ^ip r biq
hi. 2 bin 2 b l b ] - ^. ' '^iq 1 : — < '-'iq <2, tp ir < ip 11 <r^r hi,, bi„ r ^iqJ2 =
Then by Propositions 4.5 and 4.6, |Ji| < Pn < IJ2 I· In Ji, the second inequality 
is trivial and third inequality follows from the first and the fourth, and in J2, 
the second inequality is trivial and dropping the third inequality ma.y only
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enlarge the set. For these sets we proceed as in the previous subsections and 
obtain (with q fixed)
( a^ ikp Tj I \dkhk/ T
f 1 2J '2 C ( (n, k) : p < n < r, , , < —
dkhk T .
Thus |{A; : < 7 )! < fdii < (r -  p)\{k : < ^}|. Arguing exactly
a.s in Theorem 4.2, we obtain
Theorem 4.3 Let So{K(d,h)) isomorphic to and assume that
(4.12) holds. Then there is an M > 1 such that
{dkhk) < M d j^h ^  and (4 /iO  < Md_^h±.' M M  M M
Tlie following corollary follows from Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 immediately.
Corollary. Assume (4.12) holds and So{K(^d,h)) is isomorphic to Eo{Kf^q^). 
Then there is an M > 1 such that
<  < M(/a , < MdA, /¿r < Mhj^, / if  < Mhk,
M M M M
. M (4.13)
4.6 E xam p le o f non-isom orphic spaces Sq{K ) 
not d istin gu ish ab le  by P{rUp fl tUr, Uq)
VVe fix A > 1 and consider the space £q{K\) where = exp( —/:^), = k
Proposition 4.9 If X^u, then the spaces So{K\),So{K„) are not i.somor- 
|)hic.
Proof. Suppose contrary to our claim that €o{Kx) is isomorphic to 5o(AT) 
for some ;/ > A > 1 . Then (4.13) implies that 3M such tha.t 
which is not possible for any M  when // > A,/: —> 0 0 .
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It is easy to see that the spaces So(K\) are not distinguishable by both 
PirUp n tUr, Ufj) and
Recall that in [19], Goncharov and Zaliariuta have given an example of a 
continuum of pairwise non-isomorphic spaces Eq{Kx). As a tool, they have 
used the invariant T>^ . In [19], they have also shown that (by taking hk ~  
if o^(A^ ai) is isomorphic to Sq{Ks)i then for some constant N > 1 , < C 8k
and < Cdk- In the present paper, under the additional assumption (4.12) 
this necessary condition has been improved, namely the subscript has been 
replaced by the linear one Mk.
In our first example, we have shown that invariant [dirllp U tUr,Uc,) is 
stronger than Vy, and in our second example, we have shown that invariants fij 
and fill are stronger than and f:f. However all of our conditions are neces­
sary. The problem of finding a condition which is both necessary and sufficient 
is still open.
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Chapter 5
SPACES OF WHITNEY 
FUNCTIONS ON 
CANTOR-TYPE SETS
5.1 E x ten sio n  P rop erty
Let S{K) denote tlie space of Whitney functions on a conrijoact set K  C 
d l^iese are functions /  : K —> R which are extendable to C'^-functions on 
The topology defined by the sequence of norms
+ sup
7 =  0,1, · · ·, where \f\,, =  sup{|/(-^H-'c)| : x € K , j  < q} and
raifix)  =  f i x)  -  Tilfix) = f i x )  -  E
<1 /■·(.?
i'x -  y f
.1=0 r-
is tfie Taylor remainder. If there exists a linear continuous extension operator 
L· : SİK)  C^'^(R), then we say that the compact set K  has the extension
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property. In [43] Tidten applied Vogt’s characterization for the splitting of 
exact sequences of Frechet spaces and showed that the extension property of 
K  and the dominated norm property (property DN) of the space £{K) are 
equivalent.
A Frechet space B with a fundamental system of seminorms 
said to have the property DN  ([47]) if
C\. „
IS
3pV73r, C > 0 : II · II 
Here p,q,r  G No = {0,1,2, · · ·}.
, < t + t
t > 0 .
The interpolational linear topological invariant of this type was intro­
duced by Dragilev [13], see also [5],[42],[58].
Proposition 5.1 ([34], Lemma. 29.10, [21], Proposition 1). The following 
statements are equivalent to DN:
(a) 3p3R > 0 V<7 3 r,r; : || · ||, < ¿«-"11 · |[, + | | [  · II., t > 0;
(b) 3pVe > 0V<7 3 r,6 ’ : < C\ \p]
In this chapter we consider compact sets K  C IR which are gener­
alizations of the Cantor ternary set. Let (In)'^ be a sequence of positive 
numbers and (Nn)'^ be a. sequence of integers, Nn > 2 for all n. Then 
K  =  Ki{ln),{Nn)) = n^^o^n) where Eo = h,\ =  [0 , 1 ] and TV, n > 1 , is
a union of N-iNz - ■ ■ Nn disjoint closed intervals of length /„ and En+\ is
obtained by replacing each interval by disjoint subintervals In+i,j of length
/„+1 with Nn+] — 1 gaps of length The set K  is well-defined if for all n we
have ln-\ > NJn  with Iq = 1. Then hn = our-
■selves to the case In < hn- Then /„_ 1 — Nnln+iNn — l)hn < A^ n/'-n + (A^n — l)A„ 
a„<l so /.„ >
For n > 1 let (Xn («n > i) satisly ln+\ = Set A.
analyze two regular cases: Nn = N  for all n and Nn / '  oo as n —> oo. The
corresponding compact set of finite type will be denoted by 7\'/v; /Cx> stands
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. We willog an
for the infinite case. If in particular = (x,n G N, then we will write 
and A l“).
We first generalize Theorems 2 and 3 in [2 1 ].
Proposition 5.2 If lim«„ > N, then A^a? does not have the extension 
property.
Proof. We will follow a proof which is very similar to the proof of Theorem 
2 in [2 1 ].
Let a  be such that lima„ > a >  N  and find fo such that q',· > a, i > zq.
Fix 0 < e < 2^ n - i) M G N such that M > We want to show
Wp3e3q : Vr > q3{fn) E S{I<n ) : ^  0 as n oo.
2 a
\fn\\l+^
For arbitrary p E: N let q = Mp. For any r > q take s G N with 
f\[» > r > №~^. Fix natural n, n > s + ¿o and consider first N “ intervals of 
En- Let Cj denote the midpoint of /„ j, j  = 1,2,---,A 'L  Set /„(.r) =  g''ix) 
where g{x) = 11 "^, (x· — Cj) for x G K n E\ [0,/„_.,] and g(x) — 0 otherwi.se on 
Kn . Let us estimate the norms of fn-
Upper hound of ||,/„||p : Fix k E N, k < p and x E By Lemma 1
in [2 1 ], we have
— k< C,Ag{xW
where 6 p,,. =  ^  ^·
(5.1)
By the structure of Kj\j we have ¡«/(x)] <  ^ where
T = Thus
|/n |p < C V (U '" - ') ^ -^ (5.2)
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Next we estimate
, \ { R 1 0 % J ) \  , ^
“ i------- iv-k ’ ^ -  P’ ^  ^  Rpj'\x — y\^ ^
If \x — y\ < /^ n, then x*,y belong to the same In^ j for some j. Hence applying 
the Lagrangian form for Taylor’s remainder we find G In,j such that
(«?/»)“■*(!/) =  [/'»■’(O -  / ' ”’(^)l· ’  “(p -  k ) \
and so Ap < 2Cp^r{inT^ ·^
If \x -  y\ > hn, then by (5.1), (5.2)
Ap <  l i? '( ! / ) l  · k  -  y t ” + E  u i ’ ( * ) l ■
i=k
V
< 6V ( /n - r ^ ‘)"“"
Since In ■ < hn we get
I / · r ^ - i( U - T N - ^ \ v - k  I J- pin T i
 ^  ^ hn  ^ ,
/Ip < Cp,,(l +  ..¡(/„T «-·)’- ” and ||/ ||p  <  (7p,.(2 +
Again in a way similar to [2 1 ] we obtain the following bounds
>
^  ^N-i . ^ i - N \
I // M rr/VW ^^n-2-^M' -^N  ^C-s|i7 (ci)| = n ,= ^(c,·-c ,)  (— ) • ( - ) ^ )
Thus,
nil, >  <7iyv-’'·^ ·
Analogously, ||/n||,· < C,.·
Finally, we conclude for some D independent from n that
|./n||p||./n||r ^  p ^ j q - p  - \ ) ( t q - l r p )
l l i n i r  "
_ F - ) —1 —s)(7“P) an-2"‘^ n^-s j(oin-:s’-’Oin-s)N  ^  ^  ^ jN^ ~^n—s n^—s * ’ * n^—s
- ( N - \ ) { t q i - p )
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w (a„_i · · · an-.,){q - p )  - { N  -  l)(e<7 + p)[{cen-2 ■' ■ ««-.,) +
N (oin,_3 · · · «n-.,) + · · · + N'"" ' ]
which is the exponent of is positive and bounded away from zero. Indeed;
Let us now show tha t
10 =  (an-\ ■ ■ ■ 0(n-.,)(q -  p ) -
{N -  l)(eq + p){an-2 ■ ■ · ««-.,)[! +  ^
> (cv„_i · · •a„_.,)(<7 - p ) -
^^n — '2 -^^71 — 2^71 — 3 + ··· + {^ 7^1 — 2 "'^ 71—s)
(TV -  l)(e<7 + p)(a„-2  · · · « _ ) [ !  + f  + ( f  + · · · +
> (an-i · · · «n-.s)(<7 - p )  - ( N  -  l){cq + p)(cv„_ 2  · · ·
> (an-2 · ■ · an-,)a[{q -  p) -  {N -  i)icq +  p ) ^ ]
= (an-2 ■ ■ ■ «„_,,)ap[(7Vf -  1 ) -  (A^  -  l)(eyW + 1 ) ^ ^ ]
= (a „_ 2  · · · cv„_.,)«-^[(« -  N )(M  l){cM  + 1 )]
r
a.nd by the choice of e and M  we have
T = M[a -  N -  e{N - l ) ] - a  + i
So w > cv*'—^  from which it follows tha.t— — a —N
lim n 117; 11./ n 117« = 0 .
Therefore the condition (b) is not fulfdled and the compact set AV does 
not have the extension property.□
The following lemma will also be needed (see [21] Lemma 2 ).
Lemma 5.1 Let K  be a compact set containing r + 1 points such
that \xi — xo\ < — xq\, i = 1,2,3, ■ ■ ■ ,r — 1. Then for any /  € £'^{K) and
[ < k < r ,
l/<‘ >(io)l < 2C |/ |„ / i,  +  C I I / IU 2
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where
C
r\k
(r — /?)! ) l^ fc+1 ^o |' ’ ' 1^ x’ol max
-  CCol’·fi2 = l-i-fc+i -  a;o| · · · |xv -  x»\ max
l < t < r  |7Γ'(.'r¿)|
and 7t ( x ) denotes the polynomial n^^o(x· — Xi )  and Tr ' (x)  is its derivative.
Here 8 ''’{K) is the Banach space of r-times differentiable Whitney functions 
equipped with the norm || ·
The proof of the following proposition is similar to the proof of Tlieorern 3 
in [2 1 ].
Proposition 5.3 If limcvn < N,  then AW has the extension property.
Proof We will show that 3p 3R  ^ 0 '* W(j3v^  C such that lor a.ny function 
./■ G £ { I< n )
ll/ll, < « " l / l l ,  + J , \ \ ih  (< > 0 ).
Let a  > 1  be such that lima„ < a < N. Take p = 0, let
^ ( A + +  _^_
R = --------r;:------------- , where D — (—------ .
N — a ■ N - a '
Given <7 > 1, let u = min{A; € N : — 1 > Nq] and <71 = N ‘' — 1. Then
Nq < <7i < N'^q. Find a natural number .s sucli that > Dqi > A '“ ' — 1
and set r = — 1 . Then — < (N + 1)0. Find no such that for a.ll n >
<7i
no, «TI-.S- 1  < cr. Let t > 7—1— . Find n > no such that‘no—5<-l
/ ^  -  <r J —n^—s  ^ _r n^—S—\ - n^—irj. — s — 1 •S (5.3)
Fix /  G S ( K m) ^0 ^ K n - Consider E =  Uj^",/„j D AW· Then 
•I'U e  In,jo and aio G /n-.s-,ii for some W,j]·
The interval In-s,j^ covers A* intervals of En- Take the right endpoints 
of these intervals except Ejo and enumerate them in the order of increa.sing
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distance to xq. So we have r + 1 distinct points Xo, x \ , ·  · ■ , X r  in Kj \ / .  First we 
estimate k < qi. Clearly |.c,. — Xo| < n^-.s·· Now we use Lemma.
5.1. |7r'(xi)| is a product of — 1 terms where
N — I of them are bigger than hn > V
2t iV 1
{N — l)N  of them are bigger tha,n /r„_i > -  "
2N -
(N — 1)A1® ' of them are bigger than /in-.s+i ^  7 n^ —.S'
2N -  i
Thus
W  ■> !  \(Af-i)/v / C-.S _  7 “
I -  1.2^ _  ' 2 A ^ - r  2 A ^ - r  (2A^-
where 7  = L-iln -i  ' '  ‘ C-7 '·
n^.—'2 n^—s N -l
{ N -  1)^
On the other hand arguing as above we get
|7r'(,X’o)| = \xi -  Xo| · · · \Xr -  3--o| < 7 AT-1
So
IH =
k'(.-ro)l ^max — <
{2N -  1 )’·
|xi -  Xo| · · · \ x k  -  X o \  !<*<’■ 7r'(xi)| |a,’i -  Xo| · · · |a;/.· -  .x'o| ’
A‘ 2 <
{2N -  [y\xr -  xo\^
(5.4)
\ x i  -  X'ol · · · \xk -  3^ o| 
where ix\ and ¡j,2 fWe as in Lemma. 5.1. Also
(■5..5)
where
X = "^^ n—2 ’ ' * ^n—s “f" ^  ^ n—3 ' ’ ’ ^n—s 
' * * <^ n-s + · · · + ^
V
^ V ^  ^n—(¿4-1) ’ * * ^^ n—s·
(Xn—s
¿=1
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Let us show tha t
cv„_.,_ix < Rq and x  + q <r. (5.6)
Indeed;
an d
a =
· N'' — n''
X. < y  =  a^-‘' ------------
= C_(LZt_LyogN» < ^ilyogN" < y^v _|_ ])/J)'"6N' 
7i +  1 “  <7i
Since — (x" < q\ < N' q^., we get
an-3-iX <
(N  +
ax  < a
{N +
N - a
<
N - a
-q = Rq
Moreover, since — <  ---------
N ~ N - a
X + q < ( N  + “- i i —  + ^  < < n
N — a Jy
Using (5.3),(5.5) and (5.6) we obtain
IH <
(21V -  1)^
k l  -  .io| · · · \Xqi -  Xo\
c_:,* < (2 /v -
< (2N -  1 )’·+'/! ¿"n-.-ixy-ii+fc < (^2N -  lY+<i^  t^ <it-'n+>=
H2 < (2 A^ -  1 )’'+^U’™ ’··^ < ( 2 -  1 )’·+^ · r
Now, by Lemma 5.1 we have
|/W (x o ) |i’^ - ' <  2C(2N -  l)^+^’ (|/|o i^^  +  ||./1M-^), xo G I<N,k < 'll·
Let S(t) := 2C(2N — 1)’'“' ' ' ' '(|/|o^^'' +  \\f\\rt '')■ Now we can estim ate
i(/< ;(/))“ >(!/)i
 ^ |.T — 1/1'^
■, k <q, x,rj e I<N, X y- 
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If \x — y\'> then
^r, < \f^’"Ky)\\x -  y\'" " + ^ \ f ^ ‘Hx)
i=k
\x -  y\‘ ■
{ z - k ) \
< + e) < ,S'(i)i-"(l + e).
For \x — y \ < we use
Hence
71
n y )  = R l ' f ( y )+  E
¿=7+1 ·^
/^ 7 <
71 U. _./U-7
71
< 11/ 11. ' - +
< ll/liri“' ' + 'S'(i)f“''e.
Thus, Aq < iS i t )  and since | / | ,  < S{t), we have
ll/ll, < 55(i) =  C'.l/loi«" +  C’, | | / |M - ’ (5.7)
for i > ----, where Ci and C2 do not depend on /  and t. Since (5.7) implies
^ n o — s — 1
the condition (a) in Proposition 5.1, the proof is complete.
Theorem 5.1 Suppose that for A'yv the limit a = limo;„ exists and cv ^  N. 
Then has the extension property if and only if a < N.
We now turn to the case y  00 as n —> co. We will use the following 
version of Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.2 ([23], Lemma 2, [24], Lemma 2) Let K  C IR be a compact set 
containing r + 1 distinct points Xq,X],· · ■, x,. such that for some finite sequence 
0 < i/’i < ’/>2 ^  · · · ^  '/’ri ^ constant M > 0
^  < | x i  -  ,T)c| < i/»; for A; = 0,1, · · ·, ii -  1, ii = 1,2, · · ·, r.
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Then for all к < r and /  6  ¿’(A")
\^ ^Н х о ) \< с ф Л П о  + оф.r  ’^ll./||r
where the constant C depends only on r and M.
Theorem 5.2 The set K^o has the extension property if and only if there 
exists a constant M  such that
Vn.
Proof. Necessity: The space £{Krxj) has the property DN. Let us fix p 
in the condition (b) of Proposition 5.1. For e = 1 and q = p I we find r and 
C such that (b) is fulfilled.
Defining
Ш  =
—- , il G A П [0, 
0 , otherwise
we obtain the estimates
||./nll·/> 1, ll/nllp < 4/n, Ш \ г < ^ 1 г у .
Now, Proposition 5.1 (b) gives 1 < \i\C ■ In ■ from which the nec
follows.
Sufficiency: We will show that
3p 3A  > 0 Vg 3r, 6’ : |
which is equivalent to (a) and hence to the property DN.
q <  C t ^ '  · II · lip +  — II · ||r,  ^ >  0
Let p — 0, R = 2M . Given g, let r =  2 g. Let tiq be such that ^  > r 
for n > uq. Let ¿0 = 1/Go-i· Given t > to, find n > Hq such that
1
G T — G— 1 · t
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Let X q G K.  Then X q G /n,?o where without loss of generality we may assume 
tha.t 1 <  jo  <  N n -  Let a =  a ^ . r + i  be the left end point of / „ ,,^ + 1 ·
Case 1 : 7 > «·
ifio ^  ■ ^1  then consider the last interval, say /„,«+1 =  [« n ,.s+ i > ^ n ,s+ i]>  
that j  > an,s+i · Here r < s. Consider the set S  = a„j„+2 , · · ·, «njo+s}
m Is ■ ■ ■ , /n,jo+s)·
We have < 7 .  If2r+1 < s ,  we divide the interval [«n,,7o) ««,.70 + 7 ]
into 2 r + 1 equal subintervals, say Ji, J 2 , · · ·, J 2r+i· Each such subinterval 
contains at least one point of S. We choose x\ G Jo H .S', x’2 G ./5 fl .S', · · ·, Xr G 
,y2r+i C .S'. Then we clearly have that
——- ^  |a;;· X]^ \ C —, k 0 , 1 ,··· ,?  1 , z 1 , 2 , · · ·, r.
Art t
If r < s < 2r, we choose x  ^ = an,io+i > ^2 =  «n,io+2 , · · ·, -- «n,.io+r· Then
——- ^  Xk\ C — y k 0 , 1 ,··· ,?  1 , ? 1 , 2 ,··· ,? .
2rt St t
.So, we may apply Lemma 5.2 with = ■ ■ ■ =  ?/>,. - 1//, and for k <  r
we have
Ch
l / ‘‘ '(xo)| < C„/.,-'=|/|„ +  c , <«■‘ 11/ 11.· =  C , i‘ |/|o +
where Ci depends only on r.
If ^  < jo·, then we choose a;o > .'Ci >  · · · >  X r  analogously and obtain 
the same result.
Case 2 : 7 < «·
We choose Xi,---,Xr G In,jo if' 3· way similar to the one described
above such that -jJ < \xi — Xk\ < 7;^, A; — 0 , 1 , ···,? — 1 , ? = 1 , 2 , · · · ,r . So 
4r 2r
■(/>1 = ^  ^  and -  b  < 777· Since a = r(/?„ +  /„) < 2 r/?„, we have2?· — 2tr·
M
>
1
2 r ~ (2 r)^+ i (2 r)'^+‘i^ ·
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6^ 2
and by Lemma 5 .2 ,
l/< ‘ >(»=o)l < rA (2r ) ( " + ') ‘  . i " ‘  . | / | „  +
So there is a constant Co such that for all k < r and i > 0,
|./^^H^o)| < Got '^’  ^■ |./|o + -j^WJWr-
Let us now estimate A„ = . ^   ^ x ,y  & K, x 9  ^ V, k < q.
|;c —1/ 1''“”
Given x ,y  G K, X 7  ^y and t > 0 , if |,x’ — y \> \ · ,  then
, /  \P K y)\  , ^  \f^^Hx)\
k’ - y \ "  '' -  y \‘~'
<  Co«"‘ | / | „  ■ i« - ‘  +  C’„ | | / | | ,  ■ I - - ’ +  ¿
i =k  G '^1· V ¡r-l
1
< C'o||./i|o · +  e) +  e 'en /||r^7z ^ (l +  e)
If |a: — ?/| < j , then from
'(?y) = K f { y )  + I]
¿■=fy+l
(?/ -  x)'
we obtain
Z!
a:
■ly-x-r-'
x-yY~>^ '
'¿_q+l
< + Coet^' \\ j  ||o + Co(ij;^\\f\\r·
Recalling r = 2q, we have
Co.< Co ■ (2 + ■ \\j\\o + - ^ ( 2  + e)||/||,..D
5.2 D iam etra l D im en sion  o f S {K ),
Approximative and diametral dimensions, introduced by Kolmogorov [28] 
and Bessaga, Pelczyiiski and Rolewicz [6] , were the first linear topological
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invariants applicable to isomorphic classification of nonnormed Frechet spaces. 
We follow the notation of [35].
Let E  be a Frechet space with a fundamental system of neighbourhoods 
(//,), let
dn(U(,, Up) = inf{inf{d > 0 : Uc¡ C dUp + L) : dimL < n} 
denote the ri-th Kolmogorov diameter of U,, with respect to Up. Then 
-  {(7 n)]^o : Vp3<7 : 7 „ · dniU^,Up) 0 as n ^  oo}.
We will consider the counting function corresponding to the diametral 
dimension
fj{t) = t) = min{dim L : t · U(j C Up + L}, t > 0.
The diametral dimension can be characterized in terms of /? in the 
following way.
P roposition  5.4 (7 n) G ^{E) \/p3q : VCStiq : P{UpJJfj^C'yn) <
for n > ri[).
But we will directly compare asymptotic behaviour of counting functions 
of isomorphic spaces.
P roposition  5.5 If Frechet spaces E  and E are isomorphic, then 
Vpi 3pVg3(7i,e > 0 : pF{Vp,,V,i,,d) < f:lEiUp,U„,t), / > 0 .
An analogous condition holds after interchanging [Je and fip-
Here (14)^ is a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of F. The proof 
of the proposition is straightforward.
Since for a. subspace F  in E  we have F(T') D F(f^) (-see «-g·
[3 5 ],Proposition 7 ), it follows that the diametral dimension can not be ap-
_ O
plied to distinguish nuclear spaces of the type or S{K) with 0· In
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fact, all these spaces contain a subspace which is isomorphic to the space of 
rapidly decreasing sequences s and thus their diametral dimension is not larger 
than r(s). On the other hand, r(  .)  is the smailest set in the class of nuclea.r 
spaces and we get r(£-(A")) = r(s). But for the spaces of Whitney functions 
defined on rarefied compact sets the diametral dimension is very suitable; it 
gives us complete isomorphic classification of spaces S{K^^).
Theorem 5.3 Let E = SİK)  with K  = A'((/„), (Af„)), let p and q, p < q 
be fixed natural numbers. If t < i lü{Up^  Uq, t) < {q l)N\ ■ ■ ■ Nn- If 
/; > 5(<7 -  p)UP~\ then /9(t/p, C/„, 0  > K-i ■ ■ ■ Nn-
Proof. Upper bound of /3 : If for some subspace L we have t ■ U,, C Up -1- L, 
then fi(t) < dim A. Let us fix n such that bt < Set M — Ni ■■ ■ Nn. In
the union En = U ^ i 7„,fc let In,k -  [ak,bk] briefly. Let
{x -  ükY
ekjix) = <
if X G In,k n K
0 , otherwise
Let L - span{eyfc(x) : A; = 1, 2 , · · ·, M, j = 0,1, · · ·, ?}.
Then dim L = {q-\-l)M and it is enough to show that for any function /  with
II,/1|(/ ^  t there exists a function g €: L such that | | /  — g\\p < 1 . Given j  € tUq
M  q
let.» =  E E / “  (ufc) · Ck,j. Clearly, if x € In,k, then {/ -  g){x) = R l^ fix) .
·^=l j=0
Since \x — ak\ < In we get
! ( /  -  i ) “ >(^)l < l l / l l ,  ■ k  -  “ i . r ‘ <  t ■ i ’n \  > < p- (5.8)
, , , I W - « ) ) “>(x)lLet now An = - , X,?/ € K,X ^ y , i <  p.
|x — ?/|P“‘
If x,y € In,k for some k, then as in [23], p.569 we can use the following 
identity whose proof can be found in [33];
T ;f(x )  -  T U ix )  = T i(w j){ x ) .
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Then,
= f{x) -  ! l ( x ) - T ^ i f  -  g){x)
= V J ( x )  + m j { x )  -  T i J ( x )  -  T ; ( R I J ) ( x] 
= THR'IJ){x)  -  T H R l J ) ( x )  + R?J{x)
= R im +  E  (RIJ
m= p- \ - \
(x -  vY
rn\
Therefore
An
\ x - y \ p - i  ^m=p-f 1 (m — ¿)! \x — y 1^ “'
<
<
lli/l-'i’ y\‘ ‘ ^  ll/ll(/|y <^k\^
^ -  v\’‘~' „=p+| (m — i)!
< (l +  e )i/r"·
On the other hand, if x G In,k·, V € In,i with A: 7  ^ /, then |.t — afc| < /„ < 
hn < 1^; — y| and |y — a;| < /n ^  l^ -’ — y|. For this case
JL ( f -  qY ^Y v)
R l i f  -  g){x) = i f  -  g){x) -  ^— zd------- -  vY
m = 0 m\
m=U rn\
So for i < p,
\x — ?/ (m — i)! |x — y\v-'^
= ll/ll,N -  + ll/ll.-l!' -  “' I "  t ,\x -  V
i ___^ y - ( - n \ y-rn
{rn — i y .  X  — y
= (l + e)i/r"·
Thus, 11/ — g\\p < t ■ I'l '’(2 + e) < 1, by condition and this establishes the 
upper bound of p.
Lfnver bound of fJ : In order to find a lower estimate for Kolmogorov diame­
ters we use the Tikhomirov theorem [46] (see also [35], Proposition 6 ). Assume
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dU^ r\ L C Uq where (/ > 0 and dimL = n. If 0 < d' < d and U,, C d'Up + M  
ior some subspace M, then dim M  > n.
Therefore, 0{t) > dim T if Up C\ L C (1 — eo)t ■ U,, with some e:o > 0 . 
Let us take L = span(eA;,,)^, and fix /  = 6\. · ek,<j € L fl Up. Since
f > ||/||p  > \f^^Hh)\ > we have \Ck\ < (q -  p)Ul\~'' for all k. Let
G In,k- Then \ f ‘Hx)\ < \C k \-^ ^ , i  < q, hence \ f\„ < {q -  p)Ul~".
If x ,y  G In .k  then Wyf{x) = 0. Otherwise, \x — y\ > hn > In iind arguing 
as before, we obtain
\{R>f)(i){x)\.\x-y\^-« < |/ (0 (:,)| ¿
< |C\-
(m — 0 !rn  =  l V /
" I^A,'
< (<7 -P)!^n + e)·(<7-0! (m -г ) !
If we take Cq with 2 + e < 5(1 — Cq), then ||/ | | ,  < {q — p)\l^~''{2 + e) < < · (1 — Co)
fiTid fi{t) > dimT = M.a
Now we can easily find the diametral dimension of £{K) for concrete 
compact set K. In particular for classical Cantor set we have
f J { U p , U , U ) ^ t U ^ ,
that is the diametral dimension of S{K) is the same as r(.s). Here and subse­
quently, F  ~  G means that for some O', to we have
^ F { ^ ) < G { t ) < C - F { C t ) ,  t> to .
The most interesting case we have is for K  = ■ Set Aq =
Corollary 1. Let E = £{Ki^'’). Then p{Up, U,, t) ~  (fog i)^°, t ^  oo.
Corollary 2. r(£’(/f'^''^)) = {(7 n) : 7 n · exp(—U'^o) —>· 0 as n —> oo).
Corollary 3. If cv < N, then the space is isomorphic to comple­
mented subspa.ee of s but is not isomorphic to s.
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Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.3. Indeed; by definition, isIS
a. quotient space of s. If a < N, then according to Theorem 5.1, the space 
has the property D N . Thus, due to Vogt’s characterization (see, e.g. 
[48]) it is a complemented subspace of s. But since ^  F(s), they
are not isomorphic.
5.3 Isom orphic C lassification
We next use the diametral dimension a.s well as some interpolational char­
acteristics of the spaces ¿’(/F((/„), (Af„))) in order to distinguish these spaces. 
For the convenience of the reader we repeat the relevant material from [24] 
without proofs.
We first remind the Definition 4.1.
Let ip ; R+ R+ be an increasing function, ip{t) > t. Let p, </,r G No.
A Frechet space E  with a fundemental system of .seminorms (]| · |](,) is 
said to have the property (see [24] for the references) if
3pV(/3r, m > 0,(7 > 0 :
c ....
, < · ll/ll, + y ll/ l l ..
In the case (p{t) — t the invariant coincides with DN  ([48]) or
([58]).
Theorem 5.4 ([24], Theorem 1 ) The space F(/7yv) ha,s the property DN  
if and only if lirncTn < oo.
Theorem 5.5 ([24], Theorem 2) Let oo as n —»· oo. Then the space
F(/L/v) has the property D^ if and only if
y k l M :  Vn,
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Theorem 5.6 ([24], Theorem 3) The space £{K ^)  has I,lie property 
if and only if
3M : Vn.
Corollary. (Compare with [23] Corollary 2 of Theorem 2) Idle space 
8 {Koo) has the property DN  if and only if it has D N .
Remark. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 in [24] were given for Nn — 2 
but they can easily be extended to the case Nn = N. The “sufficiency” part of 
Theorem 3 in [24] was proved with superfluous restriction 3Q : hn > i_ ,,V n , 
which can be omitted if we use the same choice of points as in Theorem 5 .2 .
Now we can generalize Corollary 3 of Theorem 5.3 for compact sets of 
finite type.
Let /L/v =  K{(ln), N), K m = N{(Lrn)·, M). Without loss of generality 
we can take = Li = 1 /e. Then /„ = exp(—«i · · · «„), Lm = exp(—a', · · · «(„).
Theorem 5.7 Let E  = £{Kn ) ,F = £{Km )· Suppose tha.t the cor­
responding limits Xe = lim„_oo A/? = lirn,ri-oo exiHf and are not
equal. Then the spaces E  and E  are not isomorphic.
Proof. Let A E < Xp- If Xe — 0) then by Theorem 5.4 the space E has 
the property D N  whereas E does not. So, they are not isomorphic.
Consider now the case 0 < Ag < A^? < oo. Suppose, contrary to our 
claim, that E  =  E. Then by Proposition 5.5, for pi = 0 there exists p ^ N 
such that for g =  p + 1 one can find <71 G N, e > 0 with
f^Fi Vo, Vqi, d) < t/p+i , 0 ) i>  0 · (5.9)
Assume n and rn are large enough and are such that
< - C * .
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(5.10)
Then by taking t = in (5.9) and using Theorem 5.3, we obtain
<  P p iV o ,  , d )  <  pE dJ p .  f/p+1, 0  < (p + 2)yVT
Set a = limcv„, (x' = lima^j. Clearly, 1 < «, cv' < oo. Take p > ^ with 
Ag = ( 1  — 2p)\p  and 6 > 0 such that
log(a — 8) log a'
\og{(x' + 8) log (X > \ -  p.
For this 8 one can take no,rno such that |a„ — cv| < 8, log
2.5(7,! <
a  I · · · cv„
for n > no and \a'^ — a'\ < 8,rn > rriQ.
r , ^  1  ■ ■ ■ (Xno {ex'+ 8)^° log a .
Let now 6 , = -^-------------;----;------= ■:---------------------- rr and let rn -
2 (/i «; · · · a ' no log(o;' + 8)
log(o; — 8) , r 1 · 1 · · r n irn{n) = [n · -—  ^ + C'iJ, where [aj is the greatest integer in a. ihen
log(<a;' +  8)
{a '+ 8)"^  < C \ { a - 8y \
and so for n > no, rn > ruo we get
25 · qr\
log + (/1 · (x'^  ■ ■ · (x'^ ,^  < « ,· · ·  an. (5.11)
This is equivalent to (5.10) and so we have
M'"' < {p + 2 ) A/” or rn· Xp ■ log a' < log(p + 2 ) + n ■ Xp ■ log a.
But this contradicts the choice of 8, as it is easy to check. Thus the 
spaces E, F  are not isomorphic.
It remains to consider the case X'^  ^ Xp = c)o,0  < Xp < oo. Since 
(q'(„)^’" — M  for all rn, we see that there exists mo such that < 1 H-----—----
r^n
for rn > rno- Let 6 < cv — 1 and for n > no let o;„ > o; — 8. As before the 
inequality (5.11) implies the boundedness of
If now «( · · · a'jj^  ^  oo as rn —> (X), then we have (5.11) for some n, and 
all m, a contradiction. Otherwise let G3 =
« 1  · · · exno
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it is enough to have
C^3 ■ ( 1  +
log 2M . 
XL
m —rno < (« -  sy (5.12)
If now the sequence {rnlX'^J is bounded, then (5.12) is valid for an 
a.rl)itrary rn and some fixed n which is a contradiction. If l im ^  = oo, then 
we take large n, m  with n — 1 < < n. Here we have (5 .1 2 ) and
therefore (5.11) for some subsequences (m.y), {rij) but the ratio ^  together 
with are unbounded. This contradiction completes the proof.a
In the continual family S{K¡y' )^\<^ a<oo of pairwise nonisomorphic spaces 
we ca.n distinguish by means of interpolatiorial invariants only two types of 
spaces: a < N  and a > N. On the other hand, Example 1 in [24] gives a 
continual family of Cantor-like sets of finite type such that the correspond­
ing spaces of Whitney functions are pairwise nonisomorphic. The diametral 
dimension can be applied in this case as well, but the invariant is more 
suitable.
The situation with compact sets of infinite type is much more compli­
cated. By similar a.rguments we ca.n distinguish now the spaces corresponding 
to different types. Let 7ioo — /'f((Tm), (A7,„)), M,„, oo,L] = 1/e a.nd hence 
as before L„,, =  exp(-cv', ■· - Set Hm = ·
T heorem  5.8 Let E  = S{K¡y^),F = £1(/C») and assume the limit Xp·
■ 1:I I e x i s t s .  Then the spaces E  and E  are not isomorphic.log
Proof. We may assume that there exists a constant Ci > 1, such that
L/m ^  H,C,m Vm. Otherwise the space F  does not have the property DN  and
the result follows. Then we get
Lm-i < ■ Lrn
and
2M„^  > exp (a',
(Y
n ( —  “ in-l I ryc\ - 1 ))· (5.13)
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Suppose that the spaces F  are isomorphic. Arguing as above, we see 
ha,t if rn and n satisfy
, 2 5 -ç.! , „
lo g ----------- h <7, · «] · · · « „ <  a (5.14)
then
M ,· · ·  Mm < (p + 2)N^. (5.15)
Consider the ca.se Ay < oo. Here a'^ —»· oo, with rn —> oo a.nd Mm < 
for large enough rn. This contradicts (5.13).
Let now Ay = oo. If ^  1, then we take rn =  n in (5.14) and. 
obtain a contradiction in (5.15) as Mm Z' oo. It suffices to consider the case 
Ay = oo,Q!(„ -yr 1 . For large rn let us take n =  ga.“’"~> where C-z is
fixed such that n € N satisfies the condition (5.14).
From (5.15) we deduce that
which is impossible as A(„ ^  Ay = oo,a(„ I.q
, .!££_N
We thirdi that a more complete classification of spaces S{K)  for Cantor- 
type compact sets may be obtained by method of compound invariants intro­
duced by Zahariuta ([59], [60],[23]) and after construction of basis in the space 
SİK)  a,s in [2 2 ].
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